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I'm proud to present my french aquariophilie website (aquarist). It's based on an old Xoops
version 2.0.1x with major modifications and enhancements.

A full url-rewriting had been integrated with hard coding, with an fine H1, meta description and
page title for each page with the specific canonical url (meta canonical) in a lot of pages to avoid
duplicate content.

Some new modules were developped to get new functionnalities, like the species guide
AquaBDD or some easy listings like this public aquariums (try to change the order with postal
code, town, ...).

Aquaportail use many modules : newbb, news, smartsection, wordbook (totaly change a lot of
things), wf-links, ...

In wordbook and the species guide, JQuery Autocomplete suggests some results and
accelerates access to data.

If you get any question, don't hesitate.

http://www.aquaportail.com/
http://www.aquaportail.com/aqua-bases-de-donnees.html
http://www.aquaportail.com/aqua-bases-de-donnees.html
http://www.aquaportail.com/aquariums-publics.html
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